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The Acous*cs of Harmon Mutes

Zach Armstrong, Rand Worland
Department of Physics, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA
Introduc)on

Harmon mutes are used by trumpet players to aCain a diﬀerent sound than is
normally produced by the instrument by inser*ng the Harmon mute into the
bell of the instrument. The sound is oFen described as a soFer sound with a
dis*nc*ve buzz to it. Miles Davis was a popular employer of the Harmon
mute. Although trumpets themselves have been thoroughly studied, the
acous*cs of trumpet mutes remain to be fully understood. Some jazz
musicians believe that den*ng Harmon mutes can lead to an improvement in
sound and intona*on. The acous*cs of den*ng Harmon mutes was
inves*gated using impedance and sound spectrum measurements in the
hopes of determining the speciﬁc acous*c eﬀects of den*ng mutes.

Results
Normal

The changes to the impedance spectra in the preliminary den*ng experiments were largely due to the shiFing of the
small resonance associated with the mute itself. This small peak is normally absent from spectra of trumpets with an
open bell and was found to move to a higher frequency when holes or dents were placed in the mute. Another set of
den*ng and drilling experiments were conducted with impedance data taken of the mute itself, without the trumpet.

Figure 4. Impedance spectrum of a trumpet and Harmon mute (red curve) overlaid on a
spectrum of a normal trumpet (blue curve).

Figure 1. A Harmon mute in the bell of a trumpet ready for performance.

The most striking diﬀerences between the spectrum of the normal trumpet and is the
series of raised peaks above 1400 Hz where the peaks in the trumpet spectrum fade away.
This loss of high frequency resonances is associated with the shape of the bell of the
trumpet. It seems ini*ally that the mute returns these waves back to the instrument since
the peaks have also returned. It was found that other trumpet mutes had a similar eﬀect of
raising more high frequency peaks. A preliminary den*ng experiment was conducted to
determine the basic ac*on of these modiﬁca*ons on the impedance spectrum.

Dented

Figure 2. Two Harmon mutes. One dented and one undented.

Methods

Acous*c impedance measurements give speciﬁc informa*on about all the
resonances of the instrument. Small changes to an instrument or a mute can
be detected with changes to the impedance spectrum. The BIAS system is a
state of the art impedance head that can be used for taking impedance
measurements of brass instruments. The BIAS system has the advantage that
it does not require actual playing of the instrument, so results are 100%
reproducible with diﬀerent users. Because this inves*ga*on is focused on
how the sound of Harmon mutes changes, sound spectra were collected to
help quan*fy any changes that might be detected with the ear. Sound
spectra were taken by playing into a microphone connected to a preamp
which outputs the signal to a spectrum analyzer. Sound spectra are
dependent on the player and on the note being played and thus are not as
versa*le as BIAS measurements.
Modiﬁca*ons to the Harmon mutes were either dents or holes placed
sequen*ally with data being taken aFer each further modiﬁca*on. Dents
were made with a hammer and holes were made with a drill press.

Figure 3. The BIAS system in place for measurement of the impedance
spectrum of a trumpet.

Figure 7. Impedance spectra of the Harmon mute aFer various amounts of den*ng or drilling showing diﬀerent
changes to the spectrum for diﬀerent techniques.
As seen above, den*ng and drilling aﬀect diﬀerent resonances of the mute. Given that the large mute resonances
do not show up in the impedance spectrum of the trumpet and the mute, liCle is known about their eﬀect on the
impedance spectrum.
However, den*ng and drilling were found to have a similar eﬀect on the sound of the instrument. Beyond a certain
point, the sound became weak and diﬃcult to play in tune. This was characterized in the sound spectra by a loss of
high frequency peaks. In another drilling experiment many holes were placed in the mute, causing the mute peak
to shiF up a considerable amount. It was noted that the *me a par*cular note began to sound weak or bad was
around the *me the mute resonance was close to the trumpet resonance corresponding to that note.

Figure 5. Overlaid impedance spectra from the ini*al den*ng experiment showing where
the majority of the changes happened.
As seen above the majority of the changes to the impedance spectrum are to the lower
frequency part of the spectrum with the higher peaks largely unaﬀected. This was
unexpected, as the raising of those peaks are due to the mute being used. A preliminary
drilling experiment was conducted to see if changes to the high frequency part of the
spectrum could be obtained. Small apertures are known to cause a buzz, which is not only
associated with Harmon mutes but is also associated with the presence of high frequency
harmonics.

Drilled

Figure 8. Sound spectra from the third drilling experiment showing the loss of high frequency peaks caused by the
mute peak approaching the fundamental. Graphs on the leF are normal sound spectra and graphs on the right are
sound spectra from when those notes cease to sound good.

Conclusions

Placing dents and holes in Harmon mutes were found largely to degrade the sound of the instrument. This is
because changes to the resonance of the mute aﬀects the resonances of the trumpet. It was found that small
amounts of den*ng could change the tone in a posi*ve way and even make the mute louder. Perhaps dented
mutes would be suited for sec*on work in jazz orchestras and undented mutes are beCer for solos and small
format groups. The dis*nc*ve sound of the Harmon probably comes from the raised set of peaks around 3000 Hz
seen in the sound spectra. This sound and these peaks go away when the mute is modiﬁed too much.
Figure 6. Overlaid impedance spectra from the ini*al drilling experiment showing where
the majority of the changes happened.

Further work should include a more careful study of how the other peaks in the impedance spectrum of just the
Harmon mute come to inﬂuence the sound of the instrument. It would also be interes*ng to repeat the drilling
experiments with smaller sized holes to track more precisely the changes in the sound and acous*cs of the mute
and instrument.

PuZng holes in the mute had an almost iden*cal eﬀect on the impedance spectrum. There
were changes in a similar frequency range as before, with the high frequency peaks being
largely unaﬀected.
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